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1 Abstrat

We investigate variability in time for wave reords obtained from the Norwegian 10 km Reanalysis

Arhive (NORA10) hindast model for the period of 1958− 2011. Both the mean wave �eld year

by year (signi�ant wave height, wave period and wave power/unit length, eah averaged over

a year) and extreme waves (using a storm-based riterion) are investigated at loations in the

eastern North Atlanti and the northern North Sea. We seek simple linear orrelations between

the wave �elds at eah loation and the North Atlanti Osillation (NAO) and other atmospheri

modes.

Preliminary results suggest the winter value of the NAO index is not a strong preditor for

variability for extreme waves in the open North Atlanti west of Ireland. The orrelation however

improves markedly moving to north west of Shetland and o�shore Norway, where the results are

onsistent with previous work using an older generation of hindast model (Taylor et al. 2009,

11th International Workshop on Wave Hindasting and Foreasting). This is in ontrast to mean

wave �elds (and wave power) where the orrelation works well for all the open North Atlanti

loations. The orrelation of the omnidiretional wave �elds with the NAO works less well in

the northern North Sea, but when the total signal is partitioned based on the inoming wave

diretion, a pair of anti-phase signals assoiated with positive or negative phases of the NAO

and other modes are revealed.

We suggest that the NAO is the dominant fator behind deadal variability for the mean

wave �eld in the eastern North Atlanti and the North Sea. For extreme waves the relationship

to the NAO is somewhat weaker but still signi�ant.

2 Introdution

This paper summarises reent �ndings on the deadal variability of both mean and extreme wave

limates for loations in the eastern North Atlanti and North Sea, as reported in Santo et al.

(2015,b,a). We �nd good orrelation between the wave limate variability and the dominant

large sale north-south pressure anomalies (or teleonnetions), whih are the North Atlanti
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Osillations (NAO), followed by other two atmospheri modes: the Eastern Atlanti (EA) and

the Sandinavian (SCA) pattern. Similar observations have been reported for the orrelation

between the wave limate and the NAO alone in the eastern North Atlanti, see for example

Bromirski and Cayan (2015); Reguero et al. (2015); Neill et al. (2014); Neill and Hashemi (2013);

Makay et al. (2010); Izaguirre et al. (2010); Wang and Swail (2001); Menéndez et al. (2008).

3 Data and methods

We examine 54 years worth of hindast wave data at eight loations spread out in the eastern

North Atlanti and North Sea from 1958 − 2011, as shown in Figure 1. The hindast data is

from the Norwegian 10 km Reanalysis Arhive (NORA10), for more information see Reistad et al.

(2011). We also have measured buoy data for Haltenbanken and Forties. The wave data available

in 3 h intervals ontain information suh as date, time, signi�ant wave height (Hs), peak spetral

wave period (Tp), mean wave period (Tm or Tm01, only in hindast data), zero-rossing period

(Tz or Tm02, only in measured data), wind speed, wind and wave diretions.
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Figure 1: Map of the loations, with points 1-5 are in the eastern North Atlanti, 6-8 in the

North Sea.

Model/buoy omparisons have been performed both in terms of mean and extreme value for

loations in Haltenbanken and Forties, see Santo et al. (2015,b). In general, the agreement is

reasonable, with being lose to 1:1 line and with normalised root mean squared error (NRMSE)

of ∼ 20% for Hs and Tp omparisons.

The NAO has long been known to a�et limate variability in the northern hemisphere, par-

tiularly in the winter months, see for example Hurrell et al. (2003). It desribes hanges in

the Atlanti eddy-driven jet whih regulates the near surfae westerly winds (Woollings et al.,

2010), hene a relationship between pressure anomalies and wave limate is likely. The pat-

tern of eah atmospheri mode has been haraterised as limate indies, whih are obtainable

from National Oeani and Atmospheri Administration (NOAA) Climate Predition Center

(www.p.nep.noaa.gov) and available from January 1950 to the present. The limate indies

are derived from the rotated Empirial Orthogonal Funtion (EOF) analysis by Barnston and

Livezey (1987).
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We orrelate the variability of wave limate with the winter average of the teleonnetion

indies (i.e. from mid Otober to mid April). We use a preditor model Ppredictor whih onsists

of a linear ombination of the limate indies (linear regression), expressed as:

Ppredictor = P × [1 + b(EA(t) − EA) + c(NAO(t) −NAO) + d(SCA(t) − SCA)]

where P is the average wave limate over the period of available data. For mean wave limate

orrelation whih is based on annual mean value, we impose a high-pass �lter to both the EA

and the SCA indies, and a low-pass �lter to the NAO index, sine the long timesale variation

of both the EA and SCA are orrelated to the NAO. For extreme wave limate orrelation whih

is based on a sliding window, we impose a low-pass �lter of 5 years to all the indies. b, c and
d are non-dimensionalised onstants re�eting the relative importane of the EA, the SCA and

the NAO signals in prediting wave limate, respetively. The individual ut-o� values of the

high-pass �lters and the values of the non-dimensionalised onstants are hosen to minimise the

variane between the wave limate signal and the preditor model in eah ase.

Having trained the preditor model and obtained good orrelation, we an perform a reon-

strution of histori wave limate at eah loation. To do this, we introdue proxy indies using

the historial reonstruted monthly 500 mbar pressure maps omputed by Luterbaher et al.

(2002) from 1659− 1998. To produe the proxy indies, we �rst regress the limate indies with
the pressure maps over the overlapping period from 1950− 1998, and average the pressure-time

histories over the regions of high orrelation from 1665 − 1998 to produe the proxy indies.

Reasonable agreement between the proxy and limate indies is ahieved with R2 > 0.7. For

more details on the proxy indies and the reonstrution, see Santo et al. (2015).

4 Mean wave power variability

We alulate the wave power per unit length of wavefront for eah sea-state (termed oean wave

power resoure) using:

P =
ρg2

64π
H2

sTp

where ρ is the water density and g is the gravitational aeleration. Sine Tp is the only available

period from both the hindast and measured data, we hoose to use Tp (instead of Te or Tm) so

that model/buoy omparison an also be performed in terms of wave power. Note that Te is not

available in either type of data. We hoose to look at annual mean wave power variability, with

the average wave power per metre of wavefront for a year expressed in kW/m. The de�nition of

a year is from the middle of July one year to the middle of July the subsequent year, with the

year date taken from the part of the reord up to Deember.

Figure 2(a) show the variability of mean wave power (solid lines) at Haltenbanken, Shiehal-

lion and Forties. It an be seen that for loations in the open North Atlanti suh as Haltenbanken

and Shiehallion, the temporal struture is very similar. Large inter-annual and deadal vari-

ability is observed, with oe�ient of variation (CV) ∼ 20%, de�ned as the ratio of the standard

deviation to the mean. For loations in the North Sea suh as Forties, the variability is smaller

(CV = 14%) and the temporal struture is di�erent as there is sheltering by the land surrounding

the North Sea. Also on the same �gure, the results of the orrelation are presented (dashed lines)

with the R2
values for eah loation. Strong orrelations are obtained between the oean wave

power resoure and the preditor model for both Haltenbanken and Shiehallion (R2 > 0.7), but
weaker orrelation for Forties (R2 = 0.41).
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Figure 2: Comparison of the atual (solid lines) and predited (dashed lines) wave power. (a)

For the three loations. (b) For Forties with angle partitioning.

As demonstrated in Santo et al. (2015), there are e�etively two diretionally-opposite se-

tors of dominant waves leading to redued variability in the oean wave power resoure in the

North Sea, as opposed to a single dominant diretional setor in the open North Atlanti. Fig-

ure 2(b) illustrates the partitioning of the omnidiretional wave power at Forties into the two

dominant diretions: northwest and southeast. Both diretional setors are in anti-phase with

eah other, and they are more variable (CV = 28% for both) than the omnidiretional signal.

Better orrelation for eah setor with the preditor model (R2 = 0.5 − 0.6) demonstrates that
both setors are assoiated with the positive or negative phases of the NAO and other modes.

The northwesterly waves in the North Sea are more dominant than the southeasterly waves

(peaks for the northwest signal and nadirs for the southeast signal) when the NAO phase is pos-

itive (or less negative), and vie versa when the NAO phase shifts to negative (or less positive).

In overall, good orrelation is obtained for the open North Atlanti loations (R2 = 0.61− 0.76),
while for the North Sea loations, the orrelation on the omnidiretional signal is slightly weaker
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(R2 = 0.41− 0.63).
A reonstrution of mean wave power is performed for a loation at Orkney from 1665−2005,

as shown in Figure 3, using a ombination of proxy indies from 1665−1957, and limate indies

from 1957 − 2005. A high level of inter-annual and multi-deadal variability is observed. A

steep inrease is seen during the period from 1960s to 1990s, when the sea surfae was reported

to be getting rougher (Carter and Draper, 1988; Baon and Carter, 1991). However, our long

timesale analysis seems to suggest that the inrease was strongly in�uened by the variability

of the oean-atmosphere system driven mostly by the NAO. To assess the feasibility of a wave

farm, we inlude 10 and 20 year moving averages (blue and red lines, respetively). Large multi-

deadal trend is notieable, with the largest variability observed ∼ 25% from again 1960s to

1990s. This onsiderable variation indiates that the available wave power at this open North

Atlanti loation is an unreliable resoure. However, we observe signi�antly smaller variation

when we inlude the pratial wave power take-o� for a three-�oat wave power mahine.
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Figure 3: Reonstruted oean wave power resoure for Orkney from 1665− 2005. The preditor
model uses proxy indies from 1665− 1957 and known indies from 1957− 2005.

For more details of the analysis on the mean wave power limate variability, see Santo et al.

(2015). The same orrelation, angle partitioning and reonstrution method has also been

suessfully applied to annual mean Hs, Tp, and Tm with omparable R2
values.

4.1 Pratial wave power variability

Having investigated the variability of the oean wave power resoure, we now investigate the

variability of wave power produed by a wave energy onverter, or the pratial wave power, and

in this ase the M4 mahine is hosen. The M4 mahine is a three-�oat system, eah �oat with

a irular ross-setion when viewed from above and rounded end below the water surfae, see

Figure 4. Float 1 and �oat 2 are rigidly onneted, and the larger �oat 3 is onneted to �oat

2 by an artiulated joint. The relative angular motion of the joint produes the power take-o�.

For details of the design priniples of the M4 mahine, see Stansby et al. (2015b).

The omparison between experiment tests by Stansby et al. (2015a) and numerial modelling

by Eatok Taylor et al. (2015) in terms of devie performane, or apture width ratio, in irregular

waves is satisfatory, see Figure 5. The apture width ratio is de�ned as the ratio of the average
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Figure 4: Sketh showing motions of the M4 mahine during the passage of a wave.

generated power to the oean wave power resoure, normalised by a wavelength. We inlude

this apture width ratio harateristi as well as power lipping to limit power take-o� in the

pratial wave power alulation. We also note that the M4 mahine is sized to the long-term

mean wave period at eah loation. Hene one might reasonably expet onsiderable di�erenes

in the temporal struture of the pratial wave power as ompared to the bare oean wave power

resoure.
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Figure 5: Variation of apture width ratio with ratio of energy period to resonant heave period of

stern �oat (Te/Tr3) for the M4 wave energy onverter. Data points are experimental results from

Stansby et al. (2015a), solid line is the numerial predition from Eatok Taylor et al. (2015)

We observe that, after aounting for the power harateristis of the M4 mahine and the

inlusion of lipping of the power take-o�, the temporal variation of the pratial wave power

aross all the loations that we have onsidered has signi�antly redued CV values to ∼ 9%, and

is still in�uened by the limate variability, with R2
values slightly dereased to ∼ 0.5− 0.6, as

ompared to the variation of the oean wave power resoure. From all the loations onsidered,

Orkney has the highest R2
value (R2 = 0.65) and also the largest variability (CV = 13%), whih

brings us to reonstrut the pratial wave power at Orkney with the same method as for the

oean wave power previously. The estimated histori pratial wave power limate at Orkney

from 1665− 2005 is shown in Figure 6, with the usual 10 and 20 year moving averages (blue and

red lines, respetively). It is apparent that the largest overall variability is now redued from

∼ 25% (oean wave power) to ∼ 10% (pratial wave power) di�erene in the power output.

This redution will have onsequenes for the eonomi viability of the M4 mahine.

Foreasting the power output into the future is di�ult as the pratial wave limate is still

in�uened by the natural variability to some extent. However, guided by the reonstrution, we
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have an idea over the pratial range of the power output produed in the past. The most likely

prodution at Orkney, with one M4 mahine sized spei� to that loation, is ∼ 315 kW with a

long-term possible variation of ±10− 15% over the assumed life of the farm.
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Figure 6: Reonstruted pratial wave power resoure for Orkney from 1665 − 2005. The

preditor model uses proxy indies from 1665− 1957 and known indies from 1957− 2005.

For more details of the analysis on the wave power limate variability produed by the M4

mahine, see Santo et al. (2015a).

5 Extreme wave limate variability at a 1 in 100 year level

As well as the mean and variation of the mean wave limate, we also investigate extreme wave

limate variability using a measure for storm severity, and the orrelation with the NAO and other

modes. We present results at a 1 in 100 year level. We use the most probable largest individual

wave in the storm (Hmp) as a representative of storm severity, see Tromans and Vandershuren

(1995). This is a better measure than HsMax within eah storm as it aounts for both variation

in the Hs and duration of the storm event in a single parameter value. Then extreme value

analysis is performed onHmp by using a peaks-over-threshold (POT) tehnique, and applying the

method of maximum likelihood to �t the upper tail of the data with an exponential distribution.

To obtain temporal variability of the 1 in 100 year Hmp, we apply a �ve-year sliding window

from 1958− 2011 with an appropriate threshold value.

From the 3 h Hs and Tp reords, we group the reord into storms using the same methodology

as desribed in Taylor et al. (2009), and onsider only winter storms (from Otober to Marh

every year). For eah storm, we estimate by random sampling (bootstrap) the histogram of

Hmax assuming a Rayleigh distribution of waves within eah 3 h interval and JONSWAP spetral

shape, and �t the histogram with the empirial probability distribution funtion (PDF, derived

from Rayleigh) by optimising two parameters (σs and Ns). These parameters are those of an

equivalent storm, with σs being the intensity and Ns being the measure of storm duration. The

peak value of the empirial PDF (or the mode) is the most probable maximum height of the

wave (Hmp).

We �rst investigate the sensitivity of the threshold value used in POT using the entire 54 years

of data, and �nd that 1000 storms is a robust threshold value for all loations. This orresponds
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Figure 7: Five-year sliding window results for Haltenbanken (green line) and Valhall (blue line).

(a) Comparison in terms of 1 in 100 yearHmp (solid lines) and the teleonnetion-based predition

(dashed lines). (b) Similar omparison but with an imposed �ve-year moving average.

to approximately 20 storms per winter, roughly 1− 2 per week. We use this threshold value for

the extreme value analysis on �ve-year sliding window basis, and the orrelation with the NAO

and other modes is analysed on this basis. Figure 7(a) shows the �ve-year sliding window results

of the 1 in 100 year Hmp for Haltenbanken and Valhall (solid lines), together with the orrelation

results (dashed lines). The de�nition of the storm year is based on the year of Deember of the

third winter, with two winters either side. The long-term variability is apparent from the �gure,

and it seems to be reasonably orrelated with the teleonnetions for timesale variation longer

than 5 years (R2 = 0.50−0.60). This beomes learer when a �ve-year moving average is imposed
on eah signal without doing any further omputation, where the orrelation is now improved

(R2 = 0.65− 0.75), see Figure 7(b). Hene, we observe that only the long-term variation over 5

years is in�uened by the teleonnetions, the short-term �utuation less than 5 years is perhaps

dominated by �nite size sample variability in the POT analysis.
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Good orrelation is obtained for loations in the open North Atlanti whih are in lose

proximity to the dominant storm traks, i.e. Haltenbanken, Shiehallion, Orkney and St Kilda

(R2 = 0.45 − 0.64 for �ve-year sliding window and R2 = 0.51 − 0.79 with imposed �ve year

moving averages). A relationship between the NAO and the extreme wave limate at these

loations seems onsistent, sine the NAO is known to be assoiated with movements of the

storm traks, and latitude shifts of storm traks are linked to hanges of the largest waves in the

North Atlanti, as observed by Lozano and Swail (2002).
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Figure 8: Reonstrution of the extreme (100-year Hmp) from 1665 − 2005 for Haltenbanken

(green line) and Valhall (blue line). Also shown is the mean (saled Hs) wave limate for eah

loation (red lines). The preditor uses proxy indies from 1665 to 1952 and known indies from

1952 to 2005.

With the reasonable orrelation with the teleonnetions over the period of hindast data,

we perform reonstrution of the 100-year Hmp for Haltenbanken and Valhall (green and blue

lines, respetively), as shown in Figure 8. Large deadal variation aross the reord is observed,

and there is also an inrease in the extreme wave limate during the same period from 1960s

to 1990s. The inreasing trend is onsistent with Vikebø et al. (2003), who performed extreme

value analysis on HsMax for loations lose to Valhall, Brue and Haltenbanken.

Also shown in the same �gure is the low-pass �ltered reonstruted mean annual Hs (5-year

moving average, red lines) for both loations. We observe that, in terms of reonstrution, the

temporal strutures of the extreme and mean wave limates at the open North Atlanti loations

lose to the dominant storm traks are very similar (R2 = 0.56− 0.83), while those at the rest
of loations inluding the North Sea are rather di�erent (R2 < 0.20). The similarity is measured
in terms of R2

as shown in Figure 8 for Haltenbanken and Valhall.

For more details of the analysis on the extreme wave limate variability, see Santo et al.

(2015b).
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6 Conlusions

In overall, we have investigated the variability of mean and extreme wave limate at loations

in the eastern North Atlanti and the North Sea using NORA10 hindast data. The mean wave

limate is assessed in terms of the annual undisturbed oean resoure (kW/m) and also the

pratial wave power resoure extratable using the M4 mahine. The inlusion of mahine har-

ateristis is essential to assess the eonomi prospets for any pratial wave energy onverter.

The extreme wave limate is examined in terms of a �ve-year sliding window of 1 in 100 year of

storm severity (Hmp), a statistis important for survivability of wave energy onverters as well

as o�shore and marine strutures.

In general, we observe that both the extreme and mean wave limates are omparable in the

open North Atlanti loations lose to the dominant storm traks: both limates are in�uened

by the NAO. The wave limates are rather di�erent for the rest of loations inluding the North

Sea: there is more evidene for the mean wave limate to be orrelated to the NAO than for the

extreme wave limate.
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